I found in log:

[2019-06-21T09:51:20.051 CEST] [debug] Backend process died, backend errors are reported below in the following lines:
can't open qmp at /usr/lib/os-autoinst/OpenQA/Qemu/Proc.pm line 404.

And original job didn't any problem. Now I cannot clone it on o3.

History

#1 - 21/06/2019 08:00 am - ggardet_arm
The problem is:

#3 - 21/06/2019 08:05 am - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from New to Rejected
- Assignee set to szarate

As duplicate of: #52850

#4 - 21/06/2019 09:53 am - okurz
It's #53234

#5 - 21/06/2019 09:54 am - okurz
The job has been cloned and now fails in https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/964985#step/install_otherDE_pattern/9 because of an outdated snapshot reference.